MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Creation Mother
AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF SACRED UNION
MODULE 10 : THE MOTHER OF CREATION

Creation Mother
THE MOTHER OF SACRED UNION

INTRODUCTION
Rich, ripe, bountiful and prolific Creation Mother has come to drape her
voluptuous generosity upon you. She holds the origins of life in her juicy fullness
and within her realm are the domains of inspiration, conception, gestation,
acceptance, releasing and beholding. Creation Mother is your soul's blueprint of
creation. She is with you now showing you how to make the world you live in,
the highest expression of your soul.
Her munificent and bounteous matrix is ready to connect and create with you
now as she sweeps you through her terrain of creativity and partnership. With
new eyes, Creation Mother is blessing your birth and birthing experiences. With a
whole heart she is nurturing every one of your relationships, and with a deep
trust in your embodied blueprint of creations, she is uplifting your soul
expression back to the Divine.
Creation Mother’s mantra is 'Yes'.
'Yes' to birthing without fear and with wild power, 'Yes' to partnerships
committed to each other’s inner Divinity, and 'YES! YES! YES!!' in lovemaking to
allow her embodiment to manifest your visions of pleasure and passion.
Creation Mother is also asking you to say Yes to allowing her muse to move you.
She asking you to allow her to inspire you and fulfil you in every way you desire.
Her qualities of mastery are acceptance, surrender and expansiveness. Her
mission is to open you to allow your soul and her beloved Divine to express Light
and Truth through you. She is here to show you how to create in partnership as
the real you.
Her shadowlands are doubt, betrayal, mistrust and a lack of conviction. Her
treasures are the initiations of our Sacred Rite of birthing and the feminine
capacity to surrender.
Creation Mother, like Death Mother also holds the powerful gift of choice. She is
the receptive power of the Sacred Feminine in exultation Creation Mother is your
inner creatrix and is asking you to say Yes to you birthright of co-creation and to
live in the Universal Wisdom of

Sacred Union
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She who allows all
AWAKENING CREATION MOTHER WISDOM
Vast, rich, ripe, bountiful and prolific, Creation Mother has come to drape her voluptuous
abundance upon you. She holds the origins of all creative life in her juicy fullness.
Creation Mother is the epitome of allowing. She is the bliss of conception, the grace of birth, and
the divine and holy dance that sits in every sacred partnership. Creation Mother is the act of
opening to Life itself, and Life, in its trueness, is Union.
Creation Mother is with you, holding your hand, fortifying your heart, encouraging you to say
‘YES!’ to your soul-created life.
Creation Mother contains your birthright of procreation, your sacred blueprint of creative
potential. Her mantra is ‘Yes’, and her qualities of mastery are acceptance, surrender and
expansiveness. To know her is to allow her and the wild ride she will take you on as you straddle
her possibilities and say ‘yes’ to creating every one of your desires.
With one foot in Heart Mother and the other in Wise Mother, Creation Mother holds the apex of
the trine of feminine creation. Heart Mother is our respect filled and deeply kind, cherishing of
our radiant womanly body. Yet, at the same time, Wise Mother is our Right Relationship with
the whole world. A partnership led from the interior wisdom of our womb led gnosis. Creation
Mother holds the understanding of both.
With respect for the limitations and blessings of our soul’s embodiment in an ever-changing
feminine body and the wisdom we can learn because of our years exploring it,
She will stretch you.
She will challenge every aspect of your known self
She will make you face your known and unknown limitations.
She will ask you over and over, are you willing to become the woman your world needs you to
be? Are you ready to open to the opportunities that will require you to allow the new life inside
you to arrive? She will challenge you and catapult you directly into every one of your faithless,
doubt-filled illusions. Here, she will set you free. Free to trust the creative force within you. Free
to birth every one of your soul gifts and sacred dreams into life.
Creation Mother wants to know if you can say ‘YES’ without doubt, mistrust, faithlessness or
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separation. She asks if you will receive, no
matter how big the gift is, and then allow and
allow and allow your new world to be born.
For this to happen, you must embrace,
surrender and open yourself as a conduit of the
Divine.
Creation Mother does not come alone.
Her wisdom teaching is that every act of
creation is made in partnership. Creation
Mother is the receptive power of the Sacred
Feminine in exultation. She is the embodiment
of Sacred Union.
Sacred Union is the moment by moment
oscillation of creation created by two divine
principles meeting each other in partnership.
Union with inspiration
Union with your soul.
Union with your desires
Union with sentient Life
Union with your body
Union with all beings
Union with your Beloved
Union with creative life
Union with the emerging souls of your born
and unborn human children
Union with the Earth
Union with particles of sound and light
Union with the Divine
Union with your own inner
MotherQuest,
saying 'Yes' to your soul's sacred embodiment
and Divine Human birthright.
She will ask you repeatedly: are you willing to
become the woman your world needs you to
be? Are you ready to open up to the
opportunities that will require you to allow the
new life inside you to arrive?
She will catapult you into every one of your
faithless, doubt-filled illusions. Here, she will set
you free by showing you how to trust and value
the creative force flowing through you through
devoted creative action. Then you will be Free.
Free to birth every one of your soul gifts and
sacred dreams into life.
Creation Mother's invitation is … to say 'Yes' to all
things, and in a loving embrace, create a life of
Love on Earth and say 'YES' to co-creation!
Creation Mother is your soul creating
the life that is, you.
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CREATION MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

YOUR TEMPLATE OF CREATION
With Creation Mother’s mandala of wisdom, you have the opportunity to move beyond
doubt and your small self, to arrive fully as the woman your soul has been guiding you to
be.
Creation Mother’s wisdom is the Truth of our partnership with life. The collaboration
between your giving heart and receptive womb. Your strong fiery power and your infinite
capacity to open. Creation Mother holds the template of your embodied feminine
capacity to gestate, create and birth.
Creation Mother holds your soul template to make and to create, and hold it all.
Through partnership, we conceive, and after consciously gestating, ruminating, and
nurturing, we eventually arrive at birth. This female body-centred language is sacred,
celebratory and intentional. It is the language of the embodied feminine, and it speaks of
the unique experiences of women born women and how we can explore and come to
know our Divine creative nature through our bodies. Our female bodies.
The sacred gateways of conception, gestation and birthing are unique to women and
transmen born female. They are stages of creation and states of being, and Creation
Mother is inviting you to own and celebrate these gateways within you, regardless of
whether you have conceived and birthed human life, or not.
Creation Mother’s vast terrain owns birth, and to deliver anything, whether it be our
creative children, our career, new ways of living, or ourselves, requires the art of allowing.
To actively allow, our ego or fear mind must shift from controlling, defending and
protecting into the sacred feminine art of surrender.
Sacred surrender does not mean giving up or admitting defeat.
Sacred surrender is one of the gifts of being born female. It means fully and completely
opening and letting go. This is not a passive or easy act, as there is tremendous skill
involved in letting go of control, fear and identity. There is even more skill and mastery to
allow every part of your mind, heart and soul to surrender or yield into Divine Grace.
Remember, Creation Mother meets Death Mother in the place where impermanence
meets Sacred Union. Where constant change dances with the eternal partnership with
creation. To dissolve into the unknown of the great Cosmic Womb (the mystery that
knows and creates all) and fully open, you must accept that every part of your being is
constantly evolving, and each cell of your changing being is continuously invited to
partner with life.
When our minds open, the infinite impregnates us with creative inspiration. Then when
our will opens, and we commit to creating art, skill and mastery are formed. In pregnancy,
when our cervixes open to our child’s call, labour starts and new life is born. When our
sacred inner caverns open to our beloveds, pleasure rises and world-shattering orgasms
are born.
To do this also requires Trust. Our capacity to trust, or to allow, exults our feminine
potential, and each time we allow birth in all her forms - we are radically transformed. We
become the centripetal, receptive and radiant vortexes of creation.
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MAKING ART FROM YOUR LIFE
Your first quest task is to respect the artistic currents flowing through you and to
nurture your relationship with your Muse. Your Muse is your source of creative
inspiration.
In Ancient Greece, this inspiration was embodied in nine different Goddesses, whom
each held a unique arena of inspiration, from grammar to epic poetry, weddings,
dancing and geometry.
Today, we don't need external Goddesses. Instead, you are your own conduit of
inspiration. Creation Mother invites you to open and then deepen your relationship
with the crazy, inspired, wise visions and impulses that move through you.
You are invited to write every idea down and own them.
The breakthrough for your business that arrived when you were vacuuming.
The insight for a friend's problem that flowed in while you were in the shower.
The crazy, lets-blow-up-the-universe ideas that wake you at 3 am in the morning.
The eureka moment that shows you the solution to a problem no one could solve.
Write them all down. Say 'yes' to their art.
Hold each inspiration with reverence and respect, no matter how impractical, scary,
or significant. Watch with ruthless vigilance the shadows of doubt, mistrust and fear
swarm around you. Protect your innocent seeds of inspiration with fierce compassion
and say 'yes' to loving their potency without having to take action. Or, if you do want
to take action, do so with complete trust that the whole Universe is behind you as
your divine cheer squad. Why would the Universe give you inspiration without also
giving you the support to birth it into being?
The inspiration that flows to and through you is unique. It's irreplaceable. It's your
authentic expression. It's priceless.
The way you make a bed (ok, that was for the Librans and Virgos). The way you design
a garden, a poster, or organise people. The way you tell a story, feed your family and
paint a mural. The way you organise a party, love your kids, sing a song, heal a wound,
nourish your clients.
All of this is ordinary life. It is also art, depending on what you allow it to be.
Let creation mother do her mystery and birth her inspiration through you.
Let every part of your inner life make art with your life instead of struggle.
Life is always creating with you - it's not often that we take the steering wheel and
drive the creations of life from the front seat. Frustration, limitation, and your personal
form of suffering will be the default direction until you get jiggy with creating. Why
not own the brilliance of your own creations and turn every nook and cranky in your
life into something wonderful?
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Saying Yes! to the art of your life
YOUR QUEST TASK

SACRED QUEST

Quest One

1

Take your soul on a creation date and spend at least three hours making creative
love and art from her inspiration.

Commit to practising at least three hours of creative visioning and self-nourishment.
Take yourself on a creative date or, better still, a weekend away and be with yourself
and your inner artist. (yes, you alone with your inner creatrix, intentionally. How long
has it been?).
Make the most sacred space for your muse, then ravish her completely.

QUEST 1

Then when your will and desires mingle with the ova of your inspiration, allow your
magical creations to form into earthly form. Commit to bringing your ideas to life.
Do the thing your muse needs you to do right now that will dissolve you into
sublime creativity. Lose yourself in paint, words, music or song. Design your house,
and write that poem. Make that garden, sing that tune. Play until you are replete.
Then savour and celebrate every one of your spectacular creations.

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
ALL OF THE MAGICAL THINGS I COULD DO WITH MY MUSE
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RECLAIMING BIRTH
Another of Creation Mother’s treasures is the initiations of our sacred rite of birthing and our
capacity as mothers to allow our children’s authentic lives. Although birthing their souls
doesn’t end with the act of birthing, our capacity as a mother continually allows our
creative child to be in full self-expression and autonomy – or not.
Birthing and birth power are so much bigger than the act of birthing a child. Birth is a
sacred female-born-female rite of passage that brings inspiration from a metaphysical state
into the earth plane. Birth is an alchemical process of transmutation and transformation.
For some, birth is a holy experience, and for others, a place of pain and turmoil.
To support you with exploring birth in all its largeness, Creation Mother has come to place
balm and healing on your birth stories. She will help you to weave the wholeness of your
birth experiences into your world. Creation Mother, like Death Mother, holds the powerful
gift of choice. She brings peace to all decisions concerning what and who you choose to
birth and give life to. Underneath patriarchy’s wounds is the ancient primordial truth that a
soul belongs to her own body, and her body belongs to her soul. The sovereign choice of
the Mother comes first, always.
Your birth, your birthing experiences and your choices around birth are yours. On a physical
level, there can be times when it can feel that the circumstances that happened to you
were not of your choosing. On a soul level, you will step into self-mastery when you can own
the story that lets you behold your powerless life circumstances in a way that gives you
power.
Why did your soul choose a violent birth?
Why did you choose to be premature, have trauma at birth or experience circumstances
that broke the bonding with your mother? Even if you don’t believe these
circumstances in your sovereignty were of your choosing, what have you learned from
them?
What beliefs did these foundational experiences make real for you?
What have been the gifts of this form of suffering?
Are you bored with these lessons yet? Are you ready now to live a new, more love-filled
program?
If you terminated your pregnancy, here are Creation Mother questions for you to explore
Were you in self-soul-congruency when you terminated your baby?
Was your choice an empowered decision to re-circulate the life energy you received
from the baby’s father? Did you decide from a place of sovereignty? If not, what do you
need to do now to bring lasting peace to your decisions?
Have you made peace with the life force of your baby’s soul on your own terms?
If thinking about your own birth, the birthing of your babies (full term or not), or the choices
you made around terminating a pregnancy cause you pain, shame or guilt, please know
that Creation Mother is with you - you are not alone. It might also be time to seek support.
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Creation Mother also holds trine wisdom
with both Heart Mother and Wise Mother.
Self-compassion
and
self-respect
are
essential when entering Creation Mother's
tender terrains.
Did you experience trauma when
birthing your babies?
Has your birth experience affected your
relationship with your child?
Do
you
have
unresolved
pain,
disempowerment, and death fear lodged
into your relating template between you
and your child?
How has your child's birth informed their
limbic programming and become a
template for how they create in
partnership with life?
What do you need now: support, counselling
ceremony, healing, didarri (deep listening) or
sacred witnessing, to heal and transform
your birthing experiences' psychological and
spiritual pain?
Or was your greatest birth pain that you
couldn't share the transcendental joy and
empowerment
that
your
birthing
experiences gave you? If so, do you need a
Birth Celebration circle to honour the
majesty of your Birthing Creatrix?
At birth, we bring the intangible into form
and the ethereal into matter. Birth requires
us to cross the divide of whom we know
ourselves to be into the soul territory of our
destiny. Birth requires us to leave our known
shore and cross the metaphorical initiatory
river into the new life necessary to become
the mother our creative baby needs us to be.
Birth not only requires opening and
allowing, it also requires us to enter the
authentic land where our embodied spirit is
constantly arriving and becoming.

"Birth isn’t something we suffer,
but something we actively do
and exult in!"
- SHEILA KITSINGER
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Your template of relating to Life : Your birth

SACRED QUEST

Quest Two

2

YOUR QUEST TASK
Your Quest is to gather your birth story. Then from an adult woman's perspective
behold the facts of your birth, your (birth) mother's experiences of your birth,, your
perception of your birth and your father's experience of your birth - with neutral and
curious objectivity.

With tenderness and respect, gently inquire about your birth and listen to your
mother's (father's or whomever you can find to share their knowledge) words with
curiosity and openness. Find out:
QUEST 1

How you were birthed
The circumstances leading up to your birth
The facts of your labour
Your post-birthing bonding experiences
Your first nine months of life

QUEST 2

After beholding the conversation and thinking about what you have heard, inquire
how your birth might have played out as a template for creating or opening to new
aspects of your life. Look for the patterns. Revisit, feel, heal and release the stories
that no longer serve you. Own your wisdom and let your insight become embodied
as peace. If you are the mother your soul was waiting for, what loving nurturance,
safety or healing can you give yourself now?

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
ABOUT MY BIRTH
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Healing your children's birth stories

SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

YOUR QUEST TASK
To explore gently, the circumstances and the memories around the conception and
birth of every one of your children.

Revisit the birth data and (if you have them) your birth stories and journals to
remember who you were and how you perceived the birth of your children.
If your child's birth is a template of how they create in life, how they open to new
experiences and how they relate to new challenges with you, what do their birth
stories say to you?
Were your children's births joy-filled and peaceful, or did you experience trauma,
betrayal, disappointment or fear? How have these emotions shifted over the years?
Or have those feelings become part of your relationship with your child? Do you
need to experience sacred witnessing by a beloved friend or a practised counsellor
to help you heal your trauma?
Please note that guilt and shame are both shadows. Guilt is not helpful in this
situation because you can not change the circumstances that occurred. Let go of
control and forgive the part of you that hurts your soul by thinking there was any
other way than what happened. Allow support, healing, release and peace to come
into your life as you start to explore the deeper lessons of your birth experiences.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
MY EXPERIENCE OF MY BIRTHING MY BABIES
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SACRED PARTNERSHIP
Creation Mother’s twin is Death Mother and so fear and control have NO place in her field. If
you find that partnership and relationship spin you into fear, then it is time to step back into
Death Mother and open to her bliss of non-attachment. Death Mother will help you dissolve
your need to control and your fears.
Also, because we are gathering speed for our own re-birth in the MotherQuest Wheel, if you
have not exorcised your victim gremlins, then Creation and Birthing your authentic self in
partnership will become a struggle.
Remember, Fierce Mother is still here to help you with this, so also invite her to work with you.
In her awakening phase, Creation Mother brings our focus to all our partnerships. With our
Muse, with our children, our Beloved and our world. Creation Mother teaches that no-thing is
created alone. You create a community with others. You create beauty with a muse. You
create children with the seed of a man. You make love with the body and love of another's
soul. You create your life with the substance of the Earth and the light of the Divine. You
never, not ever, create alone.
Except for fear and separation, which belong with the small you, the aspect of your mind
that Creation Mother is here to help you transcend.
Creation Mother holds within her domain the realms of Sacred Union and Partnership and all
relationships. She is here to tell you that every person you meet, no matter if only for a
moment or a lifetime, is for the time that they are with you in a relationship, and every
relationship on a soul level is a sacred contract. Every person you meet, therefore, has a divine
assignment for you encoded within them. All divine assignments start with the relationship
you have with yourself.
Sacred Union starts inside you and is first done alone (All-One). You in union with yourself. To
fully experience Sacred Union, you first have the opportunity to become aware of every time
you abandon yourself or fail to receive and let your ego dissolve. Then once you have realised
this, do whatever needs to be done so that you can be in integrity with your giving and
receiving self at all times. These two aspects of your whole self in union with each other then
become the platform for you to fulfil your half of every relationship contract with every person
you meet and know.
Sacred Union, like all Universal Truths, is an inside job. It is not dependent on how the other
shows up, even though when another also operates from their sacred relationship blueprint,
everything certainly becomes easier. Partnership is not about doing things 50/50 or about
each partner compensating to balance each other. True partnership is 100% + 100%. Each
individual taking full responsibility for their love to be a one-way flow.
All divine assignments contain two things: the opportunity for you to give and receive acts of
love with another. Or for you to be the love that is missing or required by you or the other
person. In both cases, you are asked to show up and be 100% of what is required. From the
old lady you smiled at on the street, to the guy who cut you off in his truck, to the person in
the checkout aisle, to the salesperson you got cranky with on the phone, your mother and the
man you created your children with. Every one of these relationships is a sacred assignment:
for you to be the love required by both of you. This is the love that sets you free.
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Get honest with how well you live in partnership
YOUR QUEST TASK

SACRED QUEST

Quest Four

4

Spend the next one to three weeks consciously observing how you are, and who you
are, in relationship with men. If you are in a partnership or married to a man, you are
to focus solely on your relationship with him.
Who are you in your relationship? Are you a conduit of love? Or are you a conduit of
complications and complaints? Would you like to be in a relationship with you?
To help you clearly observe yourself, for the next 21 days, watch where you make
his expression of needs, behaviour and choices wrong. You are invited to access
Creation Mother’s inner blueprint of partnership and see how (because he might
communicate or express his energy differently to the women in your world) you
perceive him or yourself as wrong.
To help you, every time you explode or react to his response to a situation, say
to yourself He Might Be Right and open to see how his idea could be helpful or
valid. Notice if you can’t hold space for his perspective to be equal to yours.
If you are not in a partnership, take this challenge to another important man or boy
in your life. What can this relationship show you about how you do partnerships?
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NOTES
THE WAYS I HONOUR AND DISHONOUR SACRED UNION WITH MY MAN / MEN
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SOUL PASSION & PURPOSE
Creation Mother is the sublime archetype of allowing.
Creation Mother wants to know if you can say 'YES' without doubt, mistrust, faithlessness
or separation. She asks if you will receive, no matter how big the gift is, and then allow
and allow and allow your new world to be born. For this to happen, you must embrace
surrender and open yourself as a conduit of the Divine.
Creation Mother does not come alone. Her wisdom teaching is that every act of creation
is created in partnership. Creation Mother is the receptive power of the sacred feminine
in exultation; she is the embodiment of Sacred Union.
Union with your soul.
Union with your desires.
Union with all beings.
Union with Life.
Her Universal Wisdom is saying 'Yes' to this birthright.
What is your soul yearning to bring through you into life? In a moment of sacred
communion, listen to your soul and allow her to show you what you need to bring
forth into our world. Then let her to show you precisely what you need to do and
whom to do it with to bring this passion into life.
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SACRED NOTES
SOULFUL MUSINGS ON HONOURING SACRED UNION IN MY LIFE

WORK & EDUCATION
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SHADOW WORK
Doubt doesn’t happen when you don’t know what to
do. Doubt occurs when you have received inspiration,
and you feel either unwilling or unready to give the
idea a try.
A monster of What if’s stands in front of your face and
chucks out every reason to make you believe trying is
useless. Your Creative inner potential is silenced, and
the Universal Wisdom of Sacred Union, the fact that
you always create in partnership, is ignored.
Doubt, like all shadows, wants to suck the life out of
you so that all that is left is the discarded husks of your
unattempted creations and a wasteland of proof that
big shiny dreams can never be yours.
How does Doubt show up for you? Is it a headache or
gut pain? Does it leave you frozen in suspended
animation or angry with self-criticism or defensive
rage? Do you tear up projects before they are fully
drawn? What is your most Doubt filled triggers? Which
creations do your doubt monsters love to destroy?
In MotherQuest, the Universal Antidote to doubt is
Sacred Union. We never create alone. Who could you
be if you trusted your partnership with life more than
your mistrust in it?

POWER MYSTERIES
Creation Mother sits opposite Death Mother in the MotherQuest Wheel
and holds the creation door on life's continuum. She also has one foot
in Heart mother loving the embodied love you are and Wise Mother
living the embodied wisdom you Gnow. Death Mother showed you
how to open at endings, and Creation Mother shows you how to trust
this new life and to allow its fullness to come into being.

Creation Mother

Wise
Mother

Heart
Mother
Death Mother

In her Power Mysteries, Creation Mother celebrates the Birthing Rites,
Mysteries, and Power of women. Birth is not only our primary template
for how we do the first half of our life, but it is also how we allow the
beauty and gifts of our soul to manifest in our world. Birthing is sacred
Women's Way Wisdom. In the Barefoot Priestess Training of
MotherQuest, we behold the wisdom of midwives and birth keepers
and initiate ourselves into the elder knowledge of Guardians of Sacred
Pregnancy, Mother Wisdom and Birth.
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GOING DEEPER
INTO CREATION MOTHER WISDOM
In spiritual teachings across our world, we are
taught the concept of Oneness. Creation Mother
unravels this concept and makes it personal to
you.
Oneness occurs in the dance of two or more
entities. You create and experience Oneness when
separation is no longer real. Sacred Union is the

"You can believe that you are neither a
slave to inspiration nor its master, but
something far more interesting - its
partner - and that the two of you are
working together towards something
intriguing and worthwhile."
- Elizabeth Gilbert

energetic dance of Oneness. It is the oscillating
transformational

interplay

of

two

seemingly

separate beings joining to create a new entity.
In Sacred Union, the illusion of separateness ends,
whether this is the creation of a child, a book, a
new business, a marriage, or a life purpose.
Instead, what appears is the eternal dance, desire the divine artistry - of creation in every breathing
moment.

Lhamo x

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
How to Heal a Bad Birth - Debby Gould
The Keys to The Kingdom - Alison Armstrong
The Queens Code - Alison Armstrong
Big Magic - Elizabeth Gilbert
Going Pro - Stephen Pressfield
The Artists Way - Julia Cameron
Birth into Being - Elena Tonetti-Vladimirova
Birthing from Within - Pam England
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Creation Mother Prayer
Divine Father
Ravish me.
Take me fully
into your loving
embrace and
transport me to the
fullness of who I am
destined to be. Break me
down, stretch me further
Take me to where I no
longer recognise the me
in me. Take me to where only
you are what is only true
in me. Sacred Mother
Now flow through me,
Infuse me
open me. Open every part of me
So that I know only you.
Make me a conduit of your love,
Make me a vessel of your potency
I say yes, YES
to your question of allowing
And surrender my heart form and soul
To being all of both of you
Amen
© Lhamo 2012
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CHECKLIST TEN
CREATION MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Creation Mother Quests
and to help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the
course, tick off each task when they're completed.

LISTEN TO CREATION MAMA INVOCATION
READ AWAKENING WISDOM NOTES
READ YOUR TEMPLATE OF CREATION & MAKING ART FROM YOUR LIFE
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; I HAVE RAVISHED MY MUSE COMPLETELY
I HAVE READ RECLAIMING BIRTH
COMPLETE 2ND QUEST ; I HAVE GATHERED & HEALED MY OWN BIRTH STORY
COMPLETE 3RD QUEST ; I HAVE HEALED MY CHILDREN'S BIRTHING TEMPLATES
READ ABOUT SACRED UNION & PARTNERSHIPS
4TH QUEST ; I HAVE TAKEN A SOBER LOOK AT HOW I REALLY AM WITH MEN
I HAVE AWAKENED MY SOUL PASSION & PURPOSE
I HAVE MADE A COMMITMENT TO STAY IN SACRED PARTNERSHIP WITH MEN
I AM A KEEPER OF PREGNANCY AND BIRTHING WISDOM?
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"Sacred Union is a
moment by moment
oscillation of
creation."

LHAMO
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